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Abstract 
 
A burgeoning research stream supports the efficacy of a novel behavior-analytic 
intervention, known as SMART training, in raising general intelligence by training a set of 
crucial cognitive skills, referred to as relational skills. A sample of Irish secondary school 
students (n = 26) was divided into two IQ matched groups, with the experimental group 
receiving 12 weeks of SMART training delivered in bi-weekly 45-minute sessions.  WASI 
IQ assessments were administered at baseline and follow-up to all participants by blind 
testers.  For each of the three WASI IQ indices and the four IQ subtests, significant follow-up 
rises were found for the experimental group only.  Analyses of variance indicated a 
significant effect of training on Verbal IQ, Matrix Reasoning and Vocabulary scores. Results 
lend further support for the efficacy of the SMART training program in enhancing 
intellectual skills. 
 
Keywords: Strengthening mental abilities with relational training, Relational Frame Theory, 
derived relational responding, Intelligence, Educational Intervention.  
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Training interventions designed to improve intellectual function have been developed 
within many different perspectives and across numerous disciplines, including behavioral 
psychology (Cohen, Amerine-Dickens, & Smith, 2006; Eikeseth, Smith, Jahr, & Eldevik, 
2002; Lovaas, 1987; Remington et al., 2007), cognitive psychology (Au et al., 2015; 
Buschkuehl et al., 2008; Buschkuehl, & Jaeggi, 2010; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 
2008; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Shah, 2011) medical and health sciences (Aberg et al., 
2009; Coe, Pivarnik, Womack, Reeves, & Malina, 2006; Cotman, Berchtold, & 
Christie, 2007; Davis et al., 2007; Tuckman & Hinkel, 1986; Shephard et al., 1984) and 
psychopharmacology (Elliot et al., 1997; Kimberg, D’Esposito, & Farah, 1997; Rae, Digney, 
McEwan, & Bates, 2003). More recently, promising behavior-analytic training programs 
have been developed that are informed by Relational Frame Theory (RFT; Hayes, Barnes-
Holmes, & Roche, 2001; see also Dymond & Roche, 2013).  RFT aims to provide a bottom-
up explanation of high-level cognitive processes, such as intelligence, in terms of basic 
learning principles.  RFT interventions for intellectual skills development typically focus on a 
key behavioral repertoire known as derived relational responding or relational framing, a skill 
which has been shown to correlate significantly with a number of aptitudes that are proposed 
to comprise intelligence (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010; Cassidy, 
Roche, & O’Hora, 2010; Colbert, Dobutowitsch, Roche, & Brophy, 2017; Dixon, Whiting, 
Rowsey, & Belisly, 2014; Gore, Barnes-Holmes, & Murphy, 2010; Moran, Stewart, 
McElwee, & Ming, 2010; O’Hora, Pelaez, & Barnes-Holmes, 2005, O’Hora et al., 2008; 
O’Toole, Barnes-Holmes, Murphy, O’Connor, & Barnes-Holmes, 2009; Stewart, Tarbox, 
Roche, & O’Hora, 2013; see also Andrews & Halford, 1998; Cattell, 1971; Gentner & 
Loewenstein, 2002; Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 2010; for parallel research from fields 
outside behavior analysis).  
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Derived relational responding refers to the process of discriminating and deriving 
relationships between stimuli, in accordance with particular relational frames. These 
relational frames come in a variety of different forms, such as coordination (A is same as B), 
comparison (A is bigger than B), opposition (A is opposite to B), distinction (A is different to 
B), hierarchy (A is a type of B), analogy (A is to B as X is to Y), deixis (“I am here and you 
are there”) and temporality (A comes before B).   For example, if a child is taught that a dog 
is larger than a cat and that a cat is larger than a mouse, the child is able to derive the 
relations between the animals in this network that have not been explicitly trained (i.e., a dog 
is larger than a mouse and a mouse is smaller than a dog).  Derived relational responding has 
been implicated as a possible explanation for the “language explosion” witnessed in toddlers 
(Stewart & Roche, 2013), because the ability to derive untrained relationships of coordination 
and opposition between words can facilitate a rapid expansion of vocabulary. For instance, 
imagine that a child has learned to use the word “cookie” effectively. They are then taught in 
a school context to utter the word “biscuit” when presented with a picture of a cookie.  The 
child may now spontaneously ask for a biscuit in a home context, despite this verbal behavior 
never having been reinforced in the past with the delivery of a sweet treat. This exemplifies 
the manner in which relational responding can facilitate vocabulary expansion, but, in a way 
that can be fully traced back to direct learning and the derived relational responding 
repertoire.  Importantly, the skill of derived relational responding must itself be taught, but 
we will return to that issue in a later section.   
RFT proposes that it is our sophistication in discriminating and deriving both trained 
and untrained relationships between stimuli in accordance with relational frames that may 
underlie much of human cognition (Hayes, 1991).  As outlined by Cassidy et al. (2010), 
many of the test items that constitute traditional IQ measures can be understood as tests of 
relational responding.  For instance, IQ subtests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales 
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(WAIS;  Weschler, 1955, 1981, 1997, 2008) and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
(WISC; Wechsler, 1949, 1974, 1991, 2003) such as the Vocabulary and Similarities subtest 
essentially assess relational skills by probing for word-word (e.g., “What does ‘purpose’ 
mean?”), word-object (e.g., “What is a cart?”) and object-object relations (e.g., “How are a 
plane and a bus alike?”).  The importance of relational responding for IQ test performance 
extends to non-verbal tasks such as the Wechsler Picture Concept subtest, which requires the 
child to select a number of pictures from among a wider array based upon a common 
characteristic or similarity (e.g., choosing a squirrel and a bird when presented with a 
pictorial array of a crayon, a squirrel, an umbrella, and a bird).  The relational frame of 
comparison is clearly implicated in the Wechsler Arithmetic subtest (e.g., “Jamal has twice as 
money as Seth. Jamal has 17 pounds.  How much money does Seth have?”), as well as any 
other test of numerical ability (see Marr, 2015).  Temporal relations, a subset of comparison 
relations, are assessed in the Wechsler Information and Picture Arrangement subtests.  In the 
Information subtest, for example, an individual may be asked a simple time-based question, 
such as “What day comes after Friday?”.  The Picture Arrangement subtest asks the 
participant to place a number of images, each depicting a different moment of a short comic-
strip style story, in the correct order. By doing this, the participant is required to construct a 
story that is logically coherent in real time (e.g., a pizza base cannot land on the chef’s head 
without him throwing it into the air beforehand).  The frame of hierarchy is also assessed by 
the Wechsler Similarity subtest, in questions such as; “How are a grape and a strawberry 
alike”, insofar as it probes for member-category relations. In order to answer this question 
correctly, the participant is required to find the most specific category that contains both 
members (i.e., to gain full marks, participants must respond with “they are both fruits”, rather 
than a more general answer, such as “they are both food”). Such a functional overlap in 
relational responding and intellectual performance would thereby implicate the importance of 
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the former to the latter (see Cassidy et al., 2010, for a full conceptual unpacking of the 
relevance of relational responding to IQ and psychometrics). 
 An extensive body of research has reported high levels of correlation between 
performance on relational responding tasks and various metrics of general intelligence 
(Barnes-Holmes et al., 2010; Cassidy et al., 2010; Colbert et al., 2017; Dixon et al., 2014; 
Gore et al., 2010; Moran et al., 2010; O’Hora et al., 2005, 2008; O’Toole et al., 2009; Stewart 
et al., 2013).  In a comprehensive correlational analysis of performance on a relational 
responding task and general intelligence metrics, Colbert et al. (2017) analysed performance 
on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III (Wechsler, 1997), a battery of cognitive 
measures and the Relational Abilities Index (RAI), a 55-item assessment of coordination, 
opposition and comparison relations.  In the first of their studies, RAI test performance 
correlated significantly with measures of verbal ability (National Adult Reading Test, NART; 
Nelson, 1992), visuospatial function (the Trail Making Test, TMT; Lezak, 1995) and memory 
(Rey Auditory Visual Learning Test, RAVLT; Rey, 1958; English version: Taylor, 1959).  In 
their second study, medium-to-strong correlations were reported between RAI scores, and the 
three WAIS-III indices (Full Scale IQ, Verbal IQ, & Performance IQ), the four IQ subindices 
(Verbal Comprehension, Working Memory, Perceptual Organisation and Processing Speed) 
and 10 of 13 IQ subtests. Such correlational studies support the RFT-based claims that 
intelligence and relational skills may be functionally related or even synonymous, and this 
has laid the conceptual foundation for the idea that if relational skills can be enhanced, IQ 
scores should rise as a result.  
Because RFT approaches derived relational responding in terms of its function, rather 
than topography, relational responding is approached as a generalized operant behavior that 
can be established and shaped (Hayes, 1994).  This functional approach is what makes RFT 
so amenable to developing progressive interventions to increase skills more typically thought 
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of as invariant. Novel interventions based on the RFT approach, such as SMART training 
(Strengthening Mental Abilities through Relational Training; Cassidy, Roche, & Hayes, 
2011) and PEAK training (Promoting the Emergence of Advanced Knowledge; McKeel, 
Dixon, Daar, Rowsey, & Szekely, 2015; Rowsey, Belisle, & Dixon, 2014), focus on training 
and increasing the fluency of derived relational responding repertoires.  Several studies have 
now shown that when relational skills repertoires are enhanced, large gains in intelligence 
quotients, and scores on other tests of general cognitive functioning, are observed (Amd & 
Roche, in press; Cassidy et al., 2011, Cassidy, Roche, Colbert, Stewart, & Grey, 2016; Hayes 
& Stewart, 2016; Thirus, Starbrink, & Jansson, 2016).  As intellectual performance is 
amongst the best predictors of a wide range of socially-desirable outcomes, such as academic 
achievement (Deary, Strand, Smith, & Fernandes, 2007; Mackintosh, 1998; Watson & 
Monroe, 2009), job performance (Hunter, 1983a; Hunter & Schmidt, 1996; Ree & Earles, 
1993), income (Neisser et al., 1996; Lynn & Vanhanen, 2005; Zagorsky, 2007 ) and even 
happiness (Ali et al., 2012), interventions which show potential to increase IQ scores harbor 
genuine social implications. 
A key component of an RFT approach to relational skills training is its utilization of 
Multiple Exemplar Training (MET).  MET involves the presentation of a large number of 
syllogistic tasks (e.g., A is same as B, B is opposite to C, is A the same as C?) each of which 
requires the participant to derive relations between arbitrary stimuli under specific forms of 
contextual control (i.e., relational cues such as the words same, opposite, more etc.). Bringing 
the derived relational responding repertoire under fine contextual control is an important part 
of making the relational skill repertoire effective in the real world (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-
Holmes, Roche, & Smeets, 2001; Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Smeets, 2004; Berens 
& Hayes, 2007; Gomez, Lopez, Martin, Barnes-Holmes, & Barnes-Holmes, 2007; Luciano, 
Becerra, & Valverde, 2007). That is, a highly developed relational skills repertoire involves is 
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arbitrarily applicable but it is not arbitrarily applied.  It is applied only to stimuli where 
appropriate.  The appropriateness of a given derived relational response is controlled by 
contextual cues, such as words like “Same”, “Opposite”, or other features of the task at hand. 
Thus, extensive training in the correct derivation of relations in the presence of a wide range 
of relational cues is required to maximize the fluency and effectiveness of the relational skill 
set.    
During MET training phases, feedback is provided following every response.  
Because the topography of the stimuli presented across these tasks varies, the emphasis is 
placed on the relational cue and its arbitrarily applicable nature, rather than on the 
relationships specified between a given set of stimuli. A participant can, therefore, learn how 
to respond correctly to a given relational network regardless of the topography of the stimuli 
that are included within it (i.e., If A is more than B, then B is less than A, regardless of the 
form that A and B take).  This facilitates the generalization of relational responding to a 
potentially infinite number of stimuli.   
In a pilot study of the SMART system, Cassidy et al. (2011) isolated and trained 
coordination/opposition and comparison (more/less) relations in two studies using small 
samples of children. The first study administered a training program to eight normally 
developing children aged between 8 and 12 years old. The training system consisted of five 
stages: (1) stimulus equivalence training and testing; (2) MET for stimulus equivalence; (3) 
MET to establish the relational frame of coordination; (4) MET to establish the relational 
frame of opposition; and (5) MET to establish the relational frames of comparison (more 
than/less than).  This program was implemented in its entirety to experimental participants 
during ten 90 minute sessions over a period of 6 weeks, while control participants completed 
only the first stage. In order to complete each level of training, participants were required to 
produce100% correct responding across a block of 16 trials. Analyses of changes in scores on 
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the WISC (Wechsler, 2003) found average Full Scale IQ rises of 27 points for experimental 
participants, while control participants displayed a mean decrease of 2 points. Experimental 
participants also displayed significantly larger rises in Verbal (17 points) and Performance IQ 
(32 points) in comparison to control participants (0 and -4 respectively).  
In the second of their studies, Cassidy et al. (2011) administered an abbreviated 
version of this training by omitting the first two training phases used previously.  Eight 
children, aged between11 to 12, completed this training in bi-weekly sessions of 6 to 14 
weeks (administered over 9 calendar months) in between WISC-IV IQ assessments. As part 
of this study, an additional metric was composed, called the Relational Abilities Index (RAI), 
which provided an estimate of an individual’s level of relational responding proficiency in 
accordance with the same coordination, opposition and comparison tasks that comprised the 
training intervention. Following training, mean RAI scores increased from 58.5% correct 
responding to 92.4% correct responding. Mean Full Scale IQ scores increased from 83 to 96, 
alongside significant rises for three of the four IQ subscales; Verbal Comprehension (10 
points), Perceptual Reasoning (12 points) and Processing Speed (26 points). The results of 
this study provided preliminary support for an MET training program as an efficacious means 
of increasing intellectual performance via relational skills training. 
Several studies have subsequently extended and varied upon Cassidy et al. SMART 
paradigm in examining the effect of relational skills training on cognitive functioning (e.g., 
Cassidy et al., 2016; Hayes & Stewart, 2016; Thirus et al., 2016).  The current 55-level 
program is an automated multiple exemplar training tool that is designed to increase the 
fluency and complexity of coordination, opposition and comparison responding across 
multiple online training sessions over many months.  Each of these training levels exposes 
participants to between 1 and 4 relational premises using nonsense syllables as relata  (e.g., 
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BEF is more than CUG), followed by a relational question based on the relational network 
composed of these premises (e.g., is CUG more than BEF?).  Participants respond to these 
questions by clicking either the “Yes” or “No” response option on screen, with a time limit of 
30 seconds imposed for all trials.  Each level isolates and trains specific relations within a 
network (e.g. first relatum – second relatum relations, second relatum – third  relatum 
relations, first relatum – third relatum relations and so on). Training begins at the most basic 
level of complexity (simple reflexivity tasks; e.g. “ZIG is same as LER. Is LER same as 
ZIG?”), before gradually increasing in complexity. Task complexity varies by controlling; 1) 
the number of relational premises (1-4); 2) the order of relational premises (in sequential or 
random order); 3) the directionality of the relational question (i.e., whether or not the 
relational question probes for first term-last term relations, or last term-first term relations as 
specified in the premises); 4) the number of relation types presented in each trial (e.g., only 
same relations are specified, or a combination of same/opposite); and 5) the presence/absence 
of  the relational cue used in the question in the relational premise(s) (e.g., ZIG is more than 
LER. Is ZIG less than LER?).  
Using the online SMART tool as an intervention method, Cassidy et al. (2016) found 
a mean WISC-IV Full Scale IQ increase of 23 points in a sample of 15 school children aged 
11-12 years, with the smallest increase for any participant being 14 points (i.e., approx. one 
standard deviation).  Mean RAI scores also increased almost 15 points from 33.8 to 48.5 out 
of 55. In the second experiment, the effect of SMART on a widely-used group administered 
measure of educational aptitude, the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT; Bennet, Seashore, & 
Wesman, 1990) was assessed.  SMART training was found to result in significant increases 
on three of the key DAT subscales (Verbal Reasoning, Numerical Ability and the 
Educational Aptitude composite score), as well as the RAI in a sample of thirty 15-17-year- 
olds. 
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Hayes and Stewart (2016) compared the efficacy of SMART training in improving 
performance across an extensive battery of intellectual and scholastic assessments using a 
sample of twenty-eight 10 and 11-year-old children.  SMART was administered to 
experimental participants in 29 bi-weekly 1-hour sessions, while a control group matched for 
baseline ability completed the same amount of training using a computer coding training 
program called Scratch. The testing battery consisted of the RAI, four Wechsler 
Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASi, Wechsler, 1999) subtests, two Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) subtests, three Wechsler Individual Achievement Test 
(WIAT, Wechsler, 2005) scales, the Drumcondra Primary Reading Test – Revised 
(Educational Research Centre, 2007) and the Drumcondra Primary Mathematics Test – 
Revised (Educational Research Centre, 2006).  Significant improvements were found in the 
SMART group alone for all three WIAT scales, WASi Block Design, WISC Digit Span & 
Letter/Number Sequencing and for DPMT-R.  Despite failures to reach statistical 
significance for the other measures, performance on all measures improved to a greater extent 
for the SMART group when compared to the Scratch group. 
Thirus et al. (2016) investigated the effect of SMART training on mathematical and 
logical reasoning in a controlled study using a sample of 21 high school students aged 16-18 
years old. Following 8 to 10 weeks of relational training, experimental participants showed 
significantly greater increases in intellectual performance, as measured by Ravens Standard 
Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1981). However, SMART training did not appear to 
significantly increase performance on the non-standardized measures of mathematical 
performance administered.  The authors propose that the SMART relational tasks may not be 
sufficiently complex to exert a positive impact on the high-level mathematical performance 
required of high school students. In addition, the authors point to a high attrition rate as a 
potential explanation for this lack of effect, insofar as only half of the experimental group 
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completed the entire training program. When training progress was accounted for there was a 
significant relationship between training completion and gains in non-standardized tests of 
mathematical skills.    
Most recently, Amd and Roche (in press) reported on a study that involved allowing a 
sample of vulnerable and underprivileged children in Bangladesh to access SMART training 
several times per week for several months.  Time spent training and progress during training 
varied considerably across children due to social, political, and personal factors. 
Nevertheless, significant gains in IQ, as assessed by standard Raven’s Progressive Matrices, 
were reported for those children who naturally fell into a high engagement cohort, and 
progress with the training program was significantly correlated with IQ gain, which in turn 
was not accounted for by baseline IQ.  
The Current Study.   
While the studies outlined here have produced promising results, reports of the kinds 
outlined above deserve a special kind of critical attention. That is, spurious claims that 
various training methods or practices can increase intelligence (e.g., The “Mozart” effect) 
have plagued psychology for decades and the popularity of such methods usually outlives 
emerging evidence that no such effects can be substantiated.  With regard to SMART, studies 
from a small number of separate laboratories have been published, but each of these studies 
suffers from various methodological limitations.   Specifically, all, barring Cassidy et al. 
(2016; Experiment 2), involved non-blinded and non-independent testers pre and post 
intervention. Indeed, in a comprehensive meta-analysis of the effect of blindedness on post-
intervention treatment effects in randomly controlled trails, Schulz, Chalmers, Hayes and 
Altman (1995), report that such effects are exaggerated by approximately 17% due to non-
blind tester bias. There is also an absence of control groups in both of the Cassidy et al. 
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(2011, 2016) studies and the Amd and Roche (in press) study, which has been identified as a 
key criticism of many intervention studies attempting to increase intelligence (Melby-Lervag 
et al., 2016; Redick, 2015; Redick et al., 2013; Shipstead, Redick & Engle, 2012).  As such, a 
further and improved replication of the reported ‘SMART’ effect is required, with random 
participant assignment and blinded testers pre and post intervention.   
 The current study is the first to implement blind testing in the study of relational skills 
training programs in a randomized controlled trial of the SMART method. Thus, it does not 
aim to replicate previous studies precisely but aims to interrogate the reported effects using 
more stringent methodologies. Indeed, this is the optimal way in which to test the theoretical 
hypotheses underlying an intervention rather than the methodologies per se (see Crandall & 
Sherman, 2016 for a more complete discussion of the relative merits of direct and conceptual 
replication).  In this study, the relational skills training intervention used by Amd and Roche 
(in press), Cassidy et al. (2016), Hayes and Stewart (2016), and Thirus et al. (2016) was 
administered to a group of 15 to 17-year-old children over a period of three months using a 
single-blind randomized controlled design. Scores on a standardized assessment of 
intelligence (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, WASi, Wechsler, 1999) were 
administered to all participants before and after completing the training program, in order to 
assess its impact on intellectual performance.  The training program was administered 
entirely by independent parties (school teachers) and the researchers had no role in the 
administration of the training program or in participant assignment. 
Method 
Participants 
A sample of 26 secondary school students (Mean age = 16.5 years, SD = 0.67; 11 
male and 15 female) attending 4th year in an Irish secondary public school were included in 
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the current study.  As the school provides SMART training as part of its curriculum, all 
students in the current sample were scheduled in complete the training during the course of 
the school year. Following baseline IQ testing by the authors, participants were divided 
randomly into an Experimental (n = 12, Mean FSIQ = 99.2) and a Control group (n = 14, 
Mean FSIQ = 98.9).  The allocation of students to their respective groups was carried out by 
the school, and no member of the research team was involved in this process, ensuring that 
the experimenters remained blind to group membership up to and including during re-
administration of follow-up measures.  All participants in the control condition were given 
access to the training program following completion of the study. 
Settings & Materials 
All assessments took place in a small room (3m x 3m approx.) within one of the 
school’s two main buildings. 
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence 
The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASi, Wechsler, 1999) is a widely 
administered, short-form assessment which gives an approximation of an individual’s 
intellectual performance relative to his/her peers. For the purpose of the current analysis, the 
full WASi test battery (the Vocabulary, Similarities, Block Design and Matrix Reasoning 
subtests) was administered, allowing the derivation of scores for Full Scale IQ, Verbal IQ and 
Performance IQ. Administration time for the WASi is approximately 30 minutes. 
Relational Training Protocol 
The relational training intervention replicated the online SMART program 
implemented previously by Cassidy et al. (2016).  This trained and tested relational 
responding proficiency in coordination/opposition and comparison relations), across 55 levels 
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of progressive difficulty using an automated game-based MET method.  The SMART 
program presents participants with relational networks, as specified by sets of relational 
premises which contain nonsense syllables as relata. It then asks participants to respond to a 
relational question based on this network.  Answers are provided by clicking on the Yes or 
No buttons onscreen, with a time limit of 30 seconds for all trials.  The use of MET training 
and nonsense syllables as trial stimuli facilitates the generalization of coordination/opposition 
and comparison relational responding to novel stimulus sets using during intermittent testing 
phases. 
Each of the 55 training and testing levels consists of a distinct training stage and 
testing stage, each of which consists of relational tasks which isolate a particular type of 
relational responding (see Appendix 1 for more detail).  To pass each training stage, correct 
responses are required on 16 consecutive tasks, each of which varies slightly in form within 
training level parameters, and always in terms of the arbitrary stimuli employed. Corrective 
feedback is provided on all tasks during all training stages.  Following successful completion 
of the training stage, the following testing stage requires participants to respond correctly to 
all trials in a finite 16-trial block presenting tasks of the same type employed in the training 
that preceded it.  Stimuli are novel on all trials and feedback is not provided. If the participant 
fails to produce 16 correct responses in the first run of 16 test trials, they are returned to the 
previous straining stage where training to criterion is again administered using yet more 
novel stimuli as relata.  This cycle is related ad infinitum, using novel stimuli on every trial, 
until the participant passes both a training and successive testing phase. In this way, the user 
can pass all 55 stages of increasingly complex training and testing.  For a full description of 
the procedural details of the SMART program, see Cassidy et al. (2016). 
General Experimental Procedure 
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 All participants were administered WASi IQ assessments at baseline. To ensure that 
the experimenters were blind to group membership, participants were then divided into two 
IQ matched groups by school authorities. The experimental group was then administered the 
SMART program in bi-weekly, 45-minute sessions within school hours over a 12-week 
period. During these sessions, the control group continued with their regular classroom 
activities. Following this training period, all participants were then retested using the WASi. 
Once the study was completed, access to the SMART program was offered to the control 
group for ethical reasons (i.e., not to deny treatment).  This procedure conformed to the 
procedures approved by the Maynooth University Research Ethics committee for studies into 
SMART training involving children, as well as those laid down by the Psychological Society 
of Ireland. 
Results 
In total, just over half the experimental group (n=7) completed all training levels, with 
the mean number of completed levels being 41.6 out of 55. Mean Full Scale IQ scores were 
in the average range at baseline for both the Experimental (M = 99.2, SD = 16.25) and the 
Control groups (M = 98.9, SD = 8.4). Mean Verbal IQ scores were also within the average 
range for the Experimental (M = 100.6, SD = 17.84) and the Control group (M = 98.7, SD = 
8.9). This was also the case for Performance IQ scores (Experimental: M = 97.8, SD = 13.3, 
Control: M = 98.1, SD = 9.17). Full descriptive statistics for IQ scores at baseline and follow-
up are displayed in Table 1. 
(Insert Table 1 here) 
Full Scale IQ 
A two-way (condition x time) mixed ANOVA found a within subjects effect of time 
on full scale IQ, F (1, 24) = 149.81, p < .001, ƞp2 = 0.862, and an interaction effect of 
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time*condition, F (1, 24) = 140.95, p < .001, ƞp2 = 0.854. The between groups effect of 
condition did not reach statistical significance, F(1,24) = 2.98, p =.06, ƞp2 =0.14. For the 
Control Condition a paired samples t-test found that there was no difference between Full 
Scale IQ score at baseline (M = 98.86, SD = 8.44) and at follow-up (M = 99.14, SD = 8.18), p 
> .05. A further paired samples t-test found a significant increase for the Experimental 
Condition (i.e., SMART intervention group) Full Scale IQ scores from baseline (M = 99.17, 
SD = 16.25) to follow-up test (M = 117.92, SD = 15.7), t(11) = -16.23, p < .001, 95% CI 
[16.21, 21.29]. An independent samples t-test comparing the groups for change in IQ score 
from baseline to follow-up test found a significant difference, t(24) = 11.87, p < .001, 95% CI 
[15.25, 21.67]. Rises in Full Scale IQ for both the experimental and control participants can 
be seen in Figure 1. 
(Insert Figure 1 here) 
On average, Full Scale IQ scores recorded for the SMART intervention group 
increased by more than one full standard deviation (i.e., 18.8 points > 15 points) post 
intervention, which demonstrates a mean percentile rank increase of over 31% from 
approximately the 47th percentile (M = 99.14) at baseline to the 88th percentile (M = 117.9) at 
follow-up. This increase moved the average group IQ classification band from average to 
high average. There was no significant correlation between Full Scale, Verbal or 
Performance IQ score at baseline and the change IQ score which suggests that pre-test IQ 
score did not predict or account for the change in IQ score. For the experimental group, 
number of training levels completed did not correlate with subsequent IQ change. However, 
when taking the sample as a whole, there was a very strong significant correlation between 
these two metrics (r = . 84, p < .001). Mean scores for Full Scale, Verbal and Performance IQ 
are displayed in Figure 2. 
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(Insert Figure 2 here) 
Verbal IQ and Performance IQ  
A two-way (condition, time) mixed ANOVA was conducted for the Verbal IQ (VIQ) 
composite scores at Time 1 and Time 2. There was a within-subjects effect of time, F(1, 24) 
= 41.17,  p < .001, ƞ p2 = .632, and interaction of time*condition, F(1, 24) = 44.22, p < .001, 
ƞ p2 = .648. The between-subjects effect of condition reached statistical significance, F(1, 24) 
= 5.89, p = .023, ƞp2 = .197. Follow-up paired samples t-tests found a significant increase in 
VIQ for the Experimental Condition from pre- (M = 100.58, SD = 17.83) to post-intervention 
(M = 120.58 , SD = 16.54 ), t(11) = -7.78, p < .001, 95% CI [-25.66, -14.34], but no 
significant difference between Time 1 (M = 98.71, SD = 8.89) and Time 2 (M = 98.4, SD = 8) 
VIQ for the Control Condition, t(13) = 4.22, p = .845, 95% CI [-3.5; 4.22]. 
A further two-way (condition, time) mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine 
differences in Performance IQ composite scores at Time 1 and Time 2. There was a 
significant within-subjects effect of time, F(1, 24) = 88.95, p < .001, ƞp2 = .788, and an 
interaction of time*condition, F(1, 24) = 52.24, p < .001, ƞp2 = .685, but no between-subjects 
effect of condition F(1, 24) =1.59, p = .219, ƞp2 = .062. Follow-up paired samples t-tests 
found a significant increase in PIQ from Time 1 (M = 97.75 , SD = 13.34) to Time 2 (M = 
111.25, SD = 13.49) for the Experimental Condition, t(11) = -11.34, p < .001, 95% CI [--
16.12; -10.88], but no significant difference between Time 1 (M = 98.14, SD = 9.17) and 
Time 2 (M = 99.93 , SD = 8.61) for the Control Condition, t(13) = -1.62, p = .129, 95% CI [-
4.16; .591].  
IQ subtests 
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To gain a deeper understanding of the specific increases that mediate the observed 
effects of relational training on full scale IQ indices, a series of mixed between-within 
ANOVAs were conducted to assess changes in performance for each of the IQ subtests. For 
the Vocabulary subtest, there was a significant within-subjects effect of time, F(1, 24) =22.1, 
p < .001, ƞp2 = .479, and an interaction of time*condition F(1, 24) = 29.8, p < .001, ƞp2 = 
.554. The between-subjects effect of condition was also  significant, F(1, 24) = 5.47, p = 
.028, ƞp2 = .185.Paired samples t-tests found a significant increase in Vocabulary subtest 
scores from Time 1 (M = 50.5 , SD = 11) to Time 2 (M = 62, SD = 9.64) for the Experimental 
group, t(11) = -6.19, p < .001, 95% CI [-15.59; -7.41], but the Control group failed to display 
significant rises from Time 1 (M = 49.5, SD = 6.55) and Time 2 (M = 48.64 , SD = 5.62), 
t(13) = .627, p = .54, 95% CI [-2.09; 3.81].  
For the Block Design subtest, there was a significant within-subjects effect of time 
F(1, 24) = 29.29, p < .001, ƞp2 = .55, and an interaction of time*condition, F(1, 24) = 22.15, p 
< .001, ƞp2 = .48. There was no significant between-subjects effect of condition, F(1, 24) = 
.002, p = .965, ƞp2 = .000. Follow-up paired samples t-tests found a significant increase in 
Block Design scores from Time 1 (M = 49.33 , SD = 10.53) to Time 2 (M = 56.5, SD = 10.2) 
for the Experimental Condition, t(11) = -7.29, p < .001, 95% CI [-9.33; -5], but none between 
Time 1 (M = 52.5, SD = 9.67) and Time 2 (M = 53 , SD = 8.87) for the Control Condition, 
t(13) = -.498, p = .627, 95% CI [-2.67; 1.67].  
For the Similarities subtest, there was a significant within-subjects effect of time F(1, 
24) = 35.52, p < .001, ƞp2 = .61, and an interaction of time*condition, F(1, 24) = 35.84, p < 
.001, ƞp2 = .599. The between-subjects effect of condition was not statistically significant, 
F(1, 24) = 3.99, p = .057, ƞp2 = .142. Follow-up paired samples t-tests found a significant 
increase in Similarities scores from Time 1 (M = 49.17, SD = 10.52) to Time 2 (M = 61.67, 
SD = 8.16) for the Experimental Condition, t(11) = -8.14, p < .001, CI [-15.89; -9.12], but no 
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significant difference between Time 1 (M = 49.21, SD = 6.47) and Time 2 (M = 49.36, SD = 
7.57) for the Control Condition, t(13) = -.103, p = .919, 95% CI [-3.14; 2.85]. 
 For Matrix Reasoning scores, there was a significant within-subjects effect of time 
F(1, 24) = 32.98, p < .001, ƞp2 = .579, and an interaction of time*condition, F(1, 24) =13.58, 
p < .005, ƞp2 = .361. The between-subjects effect of condition was significant, F(1, 24) = 
5.08, p = .034, ƞp2 = .175. Follow-up paired samples t-tests found a significant increase in 
Matrix Reasoning scores from Time 1 (M = 47.92 , SD = 9.08) to Time 2 (M = 56.75, SD = 
7.03) for the Experimental Condition, t(11) = -5.1, p < .001, CI [-12.64; -502], but no 
significant difference between Time 1 (M = 45.64, SD = 6.2) and Time 2 (M = 47.57 , SD = 
5) for the Control Condition, t(13) = -2.13, p = .053, 95% CI [-3.88; .026].  
In summary, results indicate a significant effect of SMART training in increasing 
scores for Full Scale IQ (M = 18.4 points), Verbal IQ (M = 20) and Performance IQ (M = 
13.5), while scores for the Control group remained virtually unchanged for each of these 
measures. While the between subjects effect for Full Scale IQ was not statistically significant 
(p = .06),  between-group effects were significant for Verbal IQ, Vocabulary and Matrix 
Reasoning scores. However, paired samples t-test results show significant increases for the 
three IQ indices and each of the four IQ subtests for the Experimental group, while the 
Control group did not display significant rises for any of these metrics. These results combine 
to add further support to assertions that relational skills training may be an efficacious mean 
of improving intellectual performance. 
Discussion 
The purpose of the current experiment was to investigate the effectiveness of a 
relational skills training intervention in improving intellectual performance as assessed by a 
traditional metric of IQ. In this regard, the results of the current investigation appear to 
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further underline the efficacy of the SMART program, supporting previous findings. Results 
indicate that there was a statistically significant increase in Full Scale IQ for Experimental 
participants (M = 18.4 points), while the mean score for Control group remained virtually 
unchanged.  In addition, baseline Full Scale IQ scores were not found to predict or account 
for subsequent post-training Full Scale IQ scores, indicating that the SMART training 
program may be an effective means of increasing intellectual performance across a range of 
intellectual levels.  Similar score increases were found for Verbal IQ scores, with 
Experimental participants displaying a mean rise of 19.7 points, while the Control group’s 
score dropped by just under half a point.  Performance IQ scores increased significantly only 
for the Experimental group, although the between-groups difference was not found to be 
statistically significant following a mixed between-within ANOVA. Finally, results indicated 
significant improvements on all four IQ subtests following training for the Experimental 
group, while the Control group did not show significant improvements for any subtest. As 
such, the results of the current analysis appear to further underline the proposition that 
relational skills training interventions may be a reliable means of increasing general 
intelligence. 
Previous analyses have reported increases in verbal intelligence following relational 
skills training interventions, a finding which is replicated in the current analysis (Cassidy et 
al., 2011; 2016; Hayes & Stewart, 2016). The Verbal IQ rises reported in the current study 
(M=19.6 points) are similar to the 18 point increase reported in Cassidy et al. (2011) which 
used a small sample of 8- to 12-year old children. Hayes and Stewart (2016) also report 
significant rises in a number of verbal indices, such as WIAT Spelling, WIAT Reading, 
WISC Letter Number Sequencing and WISC Digit Span following SMART training, 
indicating that improvements in IQ scores following SMART training may further extend to 
increments in scholastic aptitude. 
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The efficacy of the SMART program in improving aspects of verbal intelligence is 
predicted by an extensive theoretical and empirical literature base proposing the importance 
of relational skill to language development and proficiency (Colbert et al., 2017; Sidman, 
1994; Gore et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 2001; O’Connor, Rafferty, Barnes-Holmes, & Barnes-
Holmes, 2009; O’Hora et al., 2008; Stewart & Roche, 2013).  From an RFT perspective, 
word-word and object-word relations underpin language development (Stewart & Roche, 
2013) and serve as the basis for linguistic reference. As such, relational responding 
proficiency would appear to facilitate the verbal intellectual performance as assessed by 
Verbal IQ subtests. As outlined by Cassidy et al., (2010) many of the Verbal subtests can be 
understood as tests of relational responding to a greater or lesser degree, and therefore predict 
gains for this IQ index. Indeed, numerous studies have reported significant correlations 
between measures of relational responding and Verbal IQ items (Colbert et al., 2017; Gore et 
al., 2010; O’Hora et al., 2008).  In a correlational analysis of relational responding and scores 
on the WAIS-III, Colbert et al. (2017) reported moderate-to-strong statistically significant 
correlations between RAI scores and Verbal IQ, both Verbal IQ subindices (Working 
Memory & Verbal Comprehension) and 6 of 7 Verbal IQ subtests, indicating a wide ranging 
relationship between relational responding and virtually all aspects of verbal intelligence as 
assessed by the WAIS-III. 
Of particular interest in the current discussion is the finding that while there are a 
number of intervention studies reporting success in improving intellectual function, very few 
have been able to produce such improvements as large and widespread as the SMART 
training program.  There have been numerous training programs that have been proposed to 
improve intellectual function by targeting performance in very specific cognitive domains, 
such as working memory (e.g. Klingberg et al., 2002b; Klingberg et al., 2005),  attention 
(Rueda et al., 2004), mental planning and strategy (Basak, Boot, Voss & Kramer, 2008)  and 
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general problem solving and creativity (Tranter & Koutstaal, 2008).  However, none of these 
studies have demonstrated reliable rises using a full scale IQ assessment.   
Some of the most noteworthy research on intellectual enhancement in recent times 
has focused on improving levels of working meory using what is called the dual n-back 
procedure (e.g. Buschkuehl, & Jaeggi, 2010; Jaeggi et al., 2008; 2011; Buschkuehl et al., 
2008).  This research reports more modest gains, typically of just a few standardized points, 
on a specific domain of intellectual performance (fluid intelligence) as assessed by matrix 
reasoning tasks.  In addition, doubts have been raised over the generalizability of such 
findings to other intellectual domains, (Ackerman, Beier & Boyle, 2005; Colom, Abad, 
Quiroga, Shih & Flores-Mendoza, 2008; Kane, Hambrick & Conway, 2005; Moody, 2009) as 
such studies have shown insufficient evidence of far transfer (Colom et al., 2013; Lampit, 
Hallock, & Valenzuela, 2014; Melby-Lervag et al., 2016; Rapport, Orban, Kofler, & 
Friedman, 2013). Furthermore, a number attempts at replicating these results have not been 
successful (Chooi & Thompson, 2012; Lawlor-Savage & Goghari, 2016; Owen et al., 2010; 
Redick, 2015). Further doubts over the validity of Jaeggi and colleagues’ findings have been 
raised due to methodological issues and procedural inconsistencies.  For example, Jaeggi et 
al. (2008) did not administer the same assessment of working memory to each of their 
groups, with one group completing Ravens Advanced Progressive Matrices (RAPM; Raven, 
1990) while the others were administered the Bochumer Matrices Test (BOMAT; Hossiep, 
Hasella, & Turck, 1999).  In addition, the administration time allotted for the BOMAT was 
drastically reduced from 45 minutes to 10 minutes, without adequate rationale for doing so.  
As the score increases were found only for the three groups tested using the BOMAT, an 
inappropriately administered, less established measure of working memory, the reliability of 
such increases must be doubted.   In an analysis of working memory training programs, 
Redick (2015) proposed that some post-intervention between-group differences in working 
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memory were dependent on decreases in scores for the control group, rather than increases in 
scores for the experimental group.   
In light of such limitations, the current experiment is added to the growing collection 
of studies (e.g., Amd & Roche, in press; Cassidy et al., 2011; 2016; Hayes & Stewart, 2016), 
supporting the efficacy of SMART training in improving intellectual performance as 
measured by gold-standard full-scale IQ assessments. While this result suggests that working 
memory training may not be the only potential means of increasing intellectual function, it 
also indicates the relational skills training may be a more effective and more consistent 
method of doing so. However, crucially, there is a burgeoning evidence base proposing that 
these increments in ability are not restricted to relational ability or IQ test performance alone, 
but have positive implications for practical applications such as academic ability (Cassidy et 
al., 2016; Thirius & Starbrink, 2016, Hayes & Stewart, 2016). This may be in part explained 
by the emphasis placed by the SMART program on improving derived relational responding, 
as, by definition, an increased sophistication in this skill facilitates generalised application to 
completely novel stimuli. The finding that a training program appears to boost scores on tasks 
which differ broadly in topography to the skills being trained (e.g. WASi Block Design and 
Matrix Reasoning) is somewhat of a rarity in interventions designed to increase intelligence. 
 The current study represents an important extension of previous similar studies, 
insofar as it was the first to employ blind testers and participant allocation by a third party, as 
well as third party management of the training intervention.  However, there are a number of 
potential limitations of the current study’s methodology.  Perhaps foremost among these was 
the failure to implement an active control measure.  Specifically, it could be suggested that 
the IQ gains observed following the intervention are not due to the relational skills 
intervention per se, but are instead due to general factors related to engagement in any form 
of intensive training (Melby-Lervag et al., 2016).  While this possibility cannot be directly 
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contested, it should be remembered that the Hayes and Stewart (2016) study did use an active 
control group and found similar effects to those observed here.  Moreover, while no study can 
ever serve as the elusive experimentum cruces on SMART, it can help to triangulate in on the 
SMART effect using varying methodologies and in so doing also produce another replication 
of an increasingly reported intervention outcome.  This articulated approach to theory 
development is a key feature of the scientific approach with which RFT is associated (Hayes, 
Barnes-Holmes, & Wilson, 2012). As such, the emergence of the SMART effect under 
varying conditions can be viewed not as an inconvenient inconsistency across studies, but as 
a support for the idea that the SMART effect may be a real and robust effect that can be 
observed across contexts and situations.  That said, it would of course be prudent for future 
studies to examine the non-specific effects of study participation on IQ gain.  However, we 
know of no study to date that could account for the very large IQ gains observed here in 
terms of non-specific factors alone. 
Another limitation of the current study design may be the lack of a manipulation 
check of the variable being manipulated (i.e., relational skills).  Studies generally take some 
form of relational skills assessment, such as the recently developed Relational Abilities Index 
(RAI; Colbert et al., 2017) at baseline and at follow-up in order to see if skills improvements 
have been made on a direct measure of the very skill being trained.  However, because the 
training was administered by school authorities and not the researchers, this was not feasible.  
Having access to such measures would allow for more complex statistical analyses of the 
relationship between IQ gains and relational skills improvements and should be a feature of 
all future studies.   
Not all participants completed the SMART training due to time limitations imposed 
on the training program and imposed for practical reasons by the relevant school.  It can only 
be assumed at this stage that IQ gains may have been more impressive had every student 
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completed the 55 stages of training typically required in other studies.  The average number 
of levels completed for those who did not complete the training was approximately 26, which 
comprises almost all of the Same/Opposite task training levels and just under half of the 
complete training program (which also involves More/Less training).  However, a post-hoc 
analysis found that the collective Full Scale IQ gain found for participants who failed to 
complete the training program was 18.2 points, an average increase only marginally lower 
than that found for those who completed all 55 levels (M = 19.1 points).  As such, the 
number of training levels completed was not a predictor of subsequent IQ gains (as 
confirmed by correlational analyses), which is inconsistent with the “dosage effects” reported 
in the Amd & Roche (in press) study.  From an RFT point of view, it may well be that as a 
primary and more utilized form of relational responding in daily life and education, increased 
proficiency at Same and Opposite derived relational responding on its own is sufficient to 
enhance a wider range of intellectual skills important during the teenage years (i.e., 
syllogistic reasoning, vocabulary expansion). Furthermore, while there is a clear effect of 
completing at least some training as opposed to no training at all (as evinced by between-
group effects as well as correlational analyses), this lack of a dosage effect may indicate that 
while there is a relationship between SMART training and IQ gain, this relationship may not 
be linear.  The number of students who failed to complete training in this study, however, is 
too small, to conduct in-depth analyses of the relationship between training progress and IQ 
gain.  As such, further investigations should aim to isolate and investigate the effect of  
different levels of training on subsequent IQ gain. 
 The current SMART program is relatively limited in the breadth of relational skills 
training it provides.  As discussed by Colbert et al. (2017), the inclusion of training 
procedures for a wider range of relational frames (such as temporal, categorical and 
analogical frames) may further extend the efficacy of the training program.  Correlational 
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studies have indicated that these frames are linked to various aspects of intelligence (Gore et 
al., 2010; O’Hora et al., 2008; McHugh et al., 2004).  Therefore, improving proficiency in 
responding to such frames may expand the reach of SMART in terms of the intellectual 
domains it can benefit.  Future studies should aim to further investigate the potential impact 
of training the wider range of relational frames on intellectual performance, as well as 
elucidating the relationship between proficiency in other forms of derived relational 
responding and IQ.  
In summary, the current analysis represents an important progression in investigations 
into relational skills training programs as a means of improving intellectual function.  The 
results of the current study lend further support the burgeoning research stream which 
promotes the efficacy of the SMART training program in increasing IQ scores, and 
importantly, under more controlled and methodologically rigorous conditions.  
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Table 1  
Mean IQ scores at baseline and follow-up for the experimental and control 
groups. Standard deviations are displayed in brackets 
 Experimental  Control 
Measure Baseline Follow-up Baseline Follow-up 
Full Scale IQ  99.2 (16.3) 117.9 
(15.7) 
98.9 (8.4) 99.1 (8.2) 
Verbal IQ 100.6 (17.8) 120.6 
(16.5) 
98.7 (8.9) 98.4(8) 
Performance IQ 97.8 (13.3) 111.3 
(13.5) 
98.1 (9.2) 99.9 (8.6) 
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Figure 1. Histograms displaying WASI Full Scale IQ scores for SMART 
participants (top) and control participants (bottom) at baseline and follow-up. 
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Figure 2. Mean IQ scores at baseline at follow-up for both SMART and control participants. Error bars represent standard 
error from the mean. 
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